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PREFACE

The research reported herein was supported by a Title II grant from th e

. Office of Water Research and Technology, United State Department of the In-

terior, administered through the Water Resources Research Institute, Orego n

State University . In conjunction with this study, the author spent consider-

able time participating in actual environmental planning activities at th e

local, state and,'to a lesser degree, national levels . These "real world "

activities had a significant influence upon the approach and concepts develope d

under this study, however, this report does not attempt to document such ac-

tivities . Rather, it provides a framework for the concepts which were develope d

throughout the study . Footnotes and references are provided for those wh o

wish to pursue the concepts . Footnotes are shown as (1), (2), etc . and ex-

plainted in Appendix I . Publications developed during the study are identifie d

as (Al) (A2), etc ., and listed in Appendix II . Other references cited by the

author are in Appendix III .

Conclusions of this report are those of the author and do not necessaril y

represent the views and practices of the U .S . Department of the Interior .



ABSTRACT

This report deals with environmental strategies . Such strategies

involve comprehensive and broad ottlooks . In contrast, environmental tactic s

involve more limited concerns which can be usually addressed in a disciplin-

ary or multi-disciplinary manner . The deve.lopmentwf strategies necessitate s

interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary outlooks . Such outlooks are extremel y

difficult to achieve .becausb different "structures of reasoning" are found t o

conflict with each other and confusion and disagreements result . Environmenta l

strategies must accommodate such confusions . They must recognize and accommodat e

the high levels of ignorance involved in the prediction and appreciation o f

complex and long-term technological impacts . A strategy is proposed which

encourages an adjusting, learning and creative approach to the future rathe r

than an approach which is ultimately based upon prediction and control . The

approach is described through a set of five commitments which are intended ,

not as absolute rules, but as attitudes or considerations which should hav e

increased influence upon decisions . A number of applications and example s

are briefly discussed .
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INTRODUCTION

When considering environmental management, it is useful to employ tw o

terms which designate different levels of planning ; i .e ., strategies an d

tactics . Strategies are related to more comprehensive concerns while tactic s

are related to more immediate concerns . In this context, the words compre-

hensive and immediate have spatial, temporal and organizational (ecologica l

and social) meanings . This project has dealt with environmental strategie s

and it stands in contrast to most environmental engineering and managemen t

literature which tends to be more tactical . The contrast between strategic

and tactical outlooks, however, is seldom appreciated . Too often it is in -

appropriately assumed that strategic concerns merely involve an administrative

coordination of tactical outlooks . Such assumptions tend to reflect the reduc-

tionist viewpoint common within contemporary science and technology .

Tactical inquiries can typically be accomplished through disciplinary o r

multi-disciplinary efforts . Separate tasks can be broken down so that appropriat e

disciplinary specialists can address specific tasks by employing their particula r

"structures of reasoning" (hereafter called disciplinary paradigms) (1) .

Each specialist does his or her specific task . As one proceeds toward a more

strategic outlook, the tasks begin to overlap and blend together . The tasks

then require a interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary effort (Regier, et al . ,

1974) . But truly interdisciplinary efforts too often have fallen far belo w

expectations ; conflicts and confusions typically occur'(Mtrz, et al ., 1976 )

(A6) .

Such conflicts and confusions are_often explained as communication pro-

blems : This explanation itself, however, reflects a poor understanding o f

the problems encountered at the interdisciplinary strategic level . The dif-

ficulties lie not merely in language and vocabulary differences, rather,



they lie in different structures of reasoning . Different disciplinary (and

cultural) paradigms arrange concepts and ideas in different "reasonable" ways ;

thus, serious interdisciplinary dialogue results in misunderstandings and con-

flicts . Maruyama (1974, p .3) describes the conflicts in the •following .way :

"If the communicating parties remain unaware that they are using
different structures of reasoning, but are aware . of their comminication
difficulties only, each party tends to .perceive the communicatidn dif-
ficulties as resulting from other parties' illogicality4 lack of intel-
ligence, or even deceptiveness and insincerity . He ;mey also fall into
an illusion of understanding while being unaware of his misunderstandings .
'I understand you perfectly but you don't understand , me' i an. expression
typical of such a situation . Or all communicating parties may fall int o
a collective illusion of mutual understanding . In such a situation eac h
party may wonder later why other parties do not live up to the 'agreement '
they have reached . "

Because strategic outlooks transcend the concerns and paradigms o f

single disciplines, they are characterized by conflicts and misunderstanding s

which contribute toward strategic confusion and ignorance . Certainly effort s

need to be directed toward reducing-such conflicts and misunderstandings ;

efforts under this project have been devoted to this task (A6) . But the

injunction to try harder is not enough . The difficulties of dealing with

complex and changing human-environmental systems from a strategic outloo k

cannot be overlooked . Environmental strategies must assume and accommodat e

the continued existence of such disagreements, conflicts, misunderstandings ,

confusions and ignorance . Despite our best efforts, these are likely to remain ;

The strategic concerns briefly described in this report reflect this attitude ;

that is, they are largely strategies to accommodate disagreement, confusio n

and ignorance without condoning them .

The social concern to which this strategy is largely directed is t o

"fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as a trustee of the environ-

ment for succeeding generations" (The National Environmental Policy Act o f

1969, sec . 101(b)'(1)) . This concern certainly requires a strategic approach ;



that is, an approach which is comprehensive in spatial, temporal and organiza-

tional dimensions . It is a particularly difficult concern because futur e

generations are not here to express their choices and opinions, and our abilit y

to foresee future outcomes is certainly limited . In short our ignorance con-

cerning our ability to foresee and appreciate future outcomes is significant .

The proposed strategy addresses such ignorance .

AN ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICAMENT AND DILEMM A

The Environmental Predicament

Modern technological societies have tremendous capabilities of transform-

ing ecological and social systems . The task of environmental management has

largely been to avoid the_adverse consequences of such transformations . Thi s

task is difficult ; we face an enormous degree of ignorance concerning ecologi-

cal and social impacts, yet we are continually forced to make decisions .

To better understand this ignorance, consider a simple graph (Figure 1) .

Two kinds of human abilities are shown on this graph . First, there is the

ability to change ecological systems . Modern technology has tremendousl y

increased society's ability to produce such changes . In the context of thi s

study, it has been assumed that society's technological capacity to produc e

environmental change will continue to increase . Thus, curve A (Figure 1 )

should have a steep positive slope . Some may object to this assumption as

being too optimistic . Thus, the strategy presented herein might appropriately

be called one of technological optimism (A9) . This optimistic assumption ,

however, only refers to an increasing capacity to change ; it does not neces-

sarily follow that the magnitude of actual environmental change will similarl y

increase . The difference between capacity to change and actual change will ,

of course, reflect the environmental strategies which society adopts .
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TIME

FIG . 1 .--Ability to Produce Environmental Change (A) and Ability t o
Forsee Environmental Change (B) (from reference A2 )

The second ability to be considered is the ability to foresee the socio-

ecological consequences of changes . It appears reasonable to assume that this

ability (curve B) is also increasing but at a lower rate . The lower slope of

curve B expresses the notion that it will be more difficult to foresee socio-

ecological changes than it will be to produce them . One does not have to

understand the complex interactions within ecosystems in order to produce eco-

logical change ; but, one does have to appreciate and understand to some degre e

these complex interactions in order to foresee the consequences . Moreover ,

there are often strong social pressures to avoid examining possible conse-

quences which might embarrass or conflict with powerful interests or estab-

lished world views (Watt, 1977) . Thus, for a number of reasons, it is rela-

tively difficult to foresee socio-ecological consequences . While an increase d

ability in this area can be assumed, one should not underestimate the dif-

ficulty of this task . Thus, while a positive slope to line B can be justified ,

the slope should not be drawn too steeply .

Now consider the differences, the gap, between line A and line B . This is

the difference between our ability to produce socio-ecological changes and ou r
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ability to foresee the consequences of these changes . This gap may be calle d

"relative ignorance ." Notice that it is increasing with time . This gap sug-

gests that our socio-ecological ignorance is not likely to go away . Rather ,

despite our best efforts, it is likely to remain and even increase . This

concept has been expressed as the environmental predicament : our ability to

produce environmental change will increasingly exceed our ability to forese e

the socio-ecological consequences of such change (Bella and Overton, 1972) (A2 )

(A9) .

We can, of course, foresee some consequences and we can estimate the proba-

bilities and significance of some possible outcomes so as to improve decision s

(Bella and Overton, 1972) . We should also make better use of information an d

approaches which are available (Watt, 1977) . Such efforts are necessary and

must be encouraged ; but despite our best efforts, we must acknowledge tha t

outcomes which we were not able to foresee or appreciate will occur . Our own

social responses to our technological actions will likely be a significan t

component of these unknown outcomes . Our inability to appreciate the human

potentialities, values and sensitivities which might be realized should b e

included as a significant trait of our ignorance (2) .

The environmental predicament has been described in a number of ways .

Bella and Overton (1972) have reasoned that modern society's acceleratin g

ability to change the environment has been largely based upon the technologi-

cal use of analytical outlooks developed in the classical physical science s

over the last several centuries . Through these approaches, it has been pos-

sible to understand, design and develop technological systems by breaking dow n

systems into simply coupled subsystems which can be mechanistically analyzed .

One would think that these same powerful analytical tools and approaches coul d
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be employed to predict ecologica l , responses to technological change, but, the y

reason, ecological . and social systems have complex relationships which mak e

them difficult to analytically break down . Thi, societ.y has the analytica l

tools to produce greater environmental changes ye these sam .Q tools are o f

limited value in predicting the ecological .and social signi'ficance of such

changes ; hence, the environmental predicament .

Lakasiewcz (1972) follows a different though complementary approach . He

examines the rapid increase in specialization that necessarily comes abou t

through scientific advancement . As a result of this specialization, ou r

ability to "grasp" the scope of our powerful knowledge has declined . He

reasons that we face an "ignorance explosion ." He states "it is the 'ignorance

explosion,' rather than the 'information explosion,' which is the significan t

factor in the current era of the environmental conflict . As specialists, we can

handle effectively only specialized problems and lack the overall 'grasp . !

required to overcome the environmental and social difficulties for which special-

ized approaches are highly inadequate . "

The Environmental Dilemma

Environmental management is expected to base its decisions upon accepte d

societal standards . These standards 'or attitudes prescribe in a general wa y

the form of "rational" and "reasonable" decisions and behavior . Within tech-

nological societies, rational decisions are those based upon objective facts ,

precisely defined objectives, clearly described situations, quantitative assess-

ment and evidence beyond a reasonable doubt (3) . Environmental managemen t

decisions often face severe criticism when such standards do not appear t o

be met, particularly when such decisions place constraints upon economi c

interests (4) .
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A dilemma can now be seen . On the one hand, the environmental predicamen t

recognizes a growing inability to foresee the consequences of technologica l

change ; that is, the reality of our environmental ignorance is here to stay .

On the other hand, the societal standards for rational behavior demand decision s

based upon clearly defined facts, predictable consequences, and precise evalua-

tions . Environmental management faces an environmental dilemma : There are

strong societal pressures to 1) make "rational" decisions, and 2) make en-

vironmental decisions which are not accommodated by the socially accepte d

notion of "rational . "

The usual approach to the environmental dilemma is to hope that th e

problems will somehow simplify and the ignorance will go away . One reasons ,

"maybe if we do more research or establish another agency, commission, etc ., or

reorganize governmental institutions or educate people, etc . ; then, we will be

able to understand the situations well enough to make rational decisions . "

Such actions may be desirable, yet because of the environmental predicament ,

such actions are not likely to eliminate the environmental dilemma . Some of .

these actions may even contribute to an overall confusion . In the absence

of contrary evidence, it seems prudent to assume that environmental ignoranc e

will not disappear, surprises . will occur, and uncertainty and indeterminac y

will persist . The demands for effective environmental decisions based upon

hard facts, precise predictions, evidence beyond a reasonable doubt, clearl y

defined explanations, and• . conclusive information cannot thus be sufficientl y

met . But, the pressing need for -environmental decisions cannot be denied .

Our technological capabilities for producing unforeseen catastrophic outcome s

is rapidly increasing ; these capabilities cannot be denied .

To escape from this environmental dilemma requires us to consider th e

meanings of such words as "rational" and "reasonable" (5) . Environmental



strategies and research which supports such strategies must be concerned no t

only with such things as ecosystems, domestic pollution and industrial wastes ;

they must also be concerned with the ways that we explain such things and th e

ways that we "reasonably" make decis-ions concerning our responses to them . We

must be concerned with our own structures of reasoning, our dominant paradigms

(6) . We must be concerned with what philosophers call epistemology :

	

"the

study of the nature . and ground of knowledge" (7) .

MISTAKES

"Don't Make Mistakes "

Decisions are made-by people, systems of people . People within social

systems share common attitudes and beliefs . Among these are shared notions

of inappropriate behavior with regard . to decisions . People are particularly

concerned that they may be rejected or reprimanded by peers or those feare d

or held in respect by peers (8) . 'Because of such concerns, they are more-care-

ful not to violate the common notions of "appropriate" and "acceptable" behav-

ior . Science and technology, as examples, consistsof disciplinary communi-

ties which have common notions and'standards . Failure to measure up to the

standards of a disciplinary community, their paradigms, can lead to rejectio n

from the community . The standards of .the community are thus taken very seriously

by members of the community (9) . This helps to explain why interdiscipli-

nary work is so difficult . Tndividuals identify with different disciplinary

communities and the paradigms of these communities . They are often unwillin g

or unable to risk departing somewhat from these paradigms to form an interdis-

ciplinary approach (6) . : Thus, members of interdisciplinary teams tend to cling

to the security of their different disciplinary standards, and interdisciplinar y
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studies often fail . Such failures are of critical importance to environmenta l

management strategies which must rely upon interdisciplinary information .

Causes of these failures have been identified in this study and recommendation s

to remedy them have been made (A6) .

Social standards for behavior are necessary for any disciplined activity .

Without common notions of acceptable behavior, chaos would result . But such

standards are not absolute . They evolve in response to the experiences of th e

communities which hold them . The advance of science is an example of evolvin g

standards within disciplinary communities . A standard which is basically good ,

however, can become extended too far (10) . For example, if the standards of

science were taken as absolute and the element of doubt were eliminated, the n

scientific advancement would not occur and the experiences of scientist whic h

did not conform to these standards would have to be denied or ignored (11) .

A common social notion of appropriate behavior relevant to this study i s

the notion : "one should not make mistakes", "one should control situations t o

avoid mistakes ." It is a notion drilled into those of us who have received a

scientific or technological education (12) . Those who made too many mistakes

didn't make it through the educational system . This notion, while basicall y

good, has been overextended within technological societies and the environmen-

tal dilemma is a consequence . Too often, we tend to assume that the worl d

should be understood like a machine, say an automobile engine . "Each part has

its exact place and purpose . If a part isn't properly placed, the engine doesn' t

run . If you don't put the part in its right place, you've made a mistake an d

the car won't run . People who make mistakes stop things from running, therefore

don't make mistakes . "

But our world is not an automobile engine! The "parts" of ecological an d

social systems do not fit together in an exact mechanical fashion . They are
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adjusting and resilient systems ; the "parts" change, alter, move and adjus t

often in ways that are not understood ; yet, the systems keep going . When we

seek to explain them in the same way that we explain an automobile engine, w e

become overwhelmed by their complexity . Our way of explaining doesn't seem t o

fit . When we decide how to manage ecologic 1 and social systems in the same wa y

that we decide to repair or maintain an automobile, we find ourselves in a stat e

of confusion, frustration and dishonesty .

The social injunction "don't make a miatake" has been carried too far b y

our technological (mechanical) consciousness . We want information which tell s

where each part belongs and we want decisions which place each part in it s

proper place . When we fail to do this, we've made mistakes which we should no t

do . But, this approach won't work . The world is not a machine and so "mechan-

ical mistakes" become inevitable . People and institutions, however, try al l

sorts of tricks to avoid the dilemma of not making mistakes while still appearin g

to address difficult problems . A number of these are listed in Table 1 .

TABLE 1

WAYS TO AVOID MISTAKES IN SITUATIONS WHER E
MISTAKES ARE INEVITABL E

1.

	

Avoid those situations where mistakes are most likely .

2.

	

Don't get caught making mistakes .

3.

	

Go along with those most likely to criticize you ; respond to domi-
nant pressures .

4.

	

Don't personally identify yourself with work which might hav e
mistakes .

5.

	

Always recommend that "more information be obtained . "

6.

	

Make sure that you are under very tight time constraints (so tha t
you can have an excuse) .

7.

	

Be very vague on difficult and controversial issues ; emphasiz e
things which you do know even if they are unimportant .
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8.

	

Where possible, follow standard procedures, policies and rules eve n
if they are not relevant . Then they can be blamed rather than you .

9.

	

Don't ask difficult or controversial questions .

The behaviors suggested in Table 1 are primarily cosmetic . They are

maneuvers by'people caught within the environmental dilemma . The socia l

result of such maneuvers should be of no surprise . It includes :

1.

	

a lack of personal and institutional accountability ,

2.

	

an atmosphere of confrontation rather than resolution and learning ,

3.

	

a preoccupation with administrative procedure, an d

4.

	

a reluctance to deal with difficult and controversial problems ,

concerns and questions .

Consider environmental impact statements . Professional authorship is seldo m

identified . Post impact studies are seldom done . Opponents are often over-

whelmed by the bulk of documents . Courts decide primarily upon procedura l

grounds . The successes and failures in courts motivate new institutional guide -

lines and procedures for preparing impact statements . The entire process i s

being criticized by some as an administrative waste of time (13) .

The last ten years or so have been characterized by an enormous number o f

environmental conflicts and frustrations . These times have produced a multitud e

of laws, administrative procedures, governmental reorganizations, court decisions ,

etc . Less obvious, but in the long run probably more important, a new under -

standing of "rational" decisions appears to be evolving from these experiences .

Expressed in another way, conflicts and tensions are motivating an evolutionar y

change in the way society thinks . New ways of thinking, however, are difficul t

to discuss ; . language is conditioned by the old ways of thinking and people ar e

reluctant to leave old ways (14) . Stated simply, this new understanding seem s

to be based upon the attitude : "we cannot avoid all mistakes ; therefore, we

must learn to make decisions so that the mistakes that do occur are good ones . "

11



On Making Good Mistakes

There are many available tools for avoiding mistakes and such tools shoul d

certainly be used . In some cases, common sense and accepted approaches from

traditional disciplines can be used . Some outcomes of actions can be predicted .

Those outcomes which are not economically justified or those which are obviousl y

undesirable can be identified and avoided . In other cases, conclusive evidenc e

might not be possible and estimates of probabilities and utilities of outcome s

can be employed within a formal decision theory (15) . If all of environmenta l

problems could be solved by such approaches ., then environmental management woul d

only need to employ the more traditional approaches from science, technology an d

other established disciplines .

But environmental problems are not . so simple . Too often there is significant

disagreement over both the occurrence of impacts and their significance . The

multiple and interrelated impacts of accelerating technological change are ofte n

unforeseen,t±and disagreements on the importance and significance of changes an d

impacts are often significant . We appear to be caught within a torrent o f

technological change, we are immersed within a blur of such things as PCB's ,

freeways, fluorocarbons, wetland fillings, urban sprawl, dredging, etc ., etc . ,

etc . (16) .

It would seem that responsible environmental management must be based upo n

an honest recognition of our ignorance . It seems prudent and honest to admi t

that mistakes will occur . That is, the paradigms of environmental strategie s

need to be based upon the assumption that signficiant outcomes which are no t

foreseen or appreciated will occur . Having admitted that mistakes will occur ,

one can attempt to guide actions so that the mistakes which do occur tend t o

be good ones . The meaning of the term "good mistake" can be explained b y
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placing ourselves in the position of future generations and asking the questions ,

"what kinds of mistakes would I prefer that the past had made?" Our "future

selves" can provide some reasonable answers to this question "I'd prefer mistake s

which are correctable and reversible ." "Despite mistakes, I would hope that options ,

variety and my capacity to choose were protected ." "I would hope that the mistake s

of the past did not impose severe constraints upon my behavior but rather allowe d

me to make my own decisions ." "I would hope that the resiliency and self-adjustmen t

capacity of ecosystems were preserved so that we too would have tolerances fo r

making mistakes ." "I would prefer those mistakes which resulted from honest

attempts to solve pressing problems . "

These kinds of replies suggest a number of fundamental attitudes which can

provide guidance to impact assessment and environmental management (17) . Thes e

basic attitudes are expressed as five commitments in Table 2 and are discussed

within the following chapter .

SOME FUNDAMENTAL COMMITMENTS

Five Commitment s

The first commitment is concerned with the capacity to correct mistakes .

Undesirable conditions can be corrected if they can be reversed reasonably .

Protecting the capacity to correct mistakes involves the discouragement o f

actions which cause large scale irreversible changes even if one cannot prov e

that the consequences of such actions are undesirable (Bella and Overton ,

1972) (A2) . Ecological alterations which would take long periods of time t o

reverse should be discouraged, particularly if they are widespread . Persis-

tent and widespread pollutants should be cause for concern because of thei r

relatively irreversible presence . The rapid depletion of non-renewabl e

resources would also be discouraged under this commitment .
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TABLE 2

SOME FUNDAMENTAL COMMITMENTS FOR IMPACT ASSESSMEN T

The Capacity to Correct Mistake s

One should seek to protect the capacity of future generations to correc t
outcomes of our actions which we were not able to foresee or appreciate .
One should discourage large-scale irreversible changes and actions eve n
if their adverse consequences are unknown .

2.

	

The Freedom to Make Mistakes

One should seek to protect the resiliency of ecosystems and their capacit y
to self adjust so that the future continues to have wide ecological toler-
ances for the future's own mistakes and adjustments .

3.

	

The Capacity to Choos e

One should seek to preserve options for future generations and protec t
environmental variety . Decisions, actions, policies and approache s
should seek to protect a spectrum of different environments, habitats ,
species, and resources which the future can choose to experience, value ,
relate with and rely upon .

4. 'IThe Freedom to Choos e

One should discourage actions, policies and decisions which necessitat e
ever expanding technological remedies, control and perfection . Instead ,
present decisions should tend to promote future conditions where techno-
logy can be applied as a matter of choice, with time for deliberation ,
rather than as desperate necessities to meet the latest impending crises .

5.

	

The Ability to Learn

It is better to try (responsibly), fail (admittedly), and learn from th e
experience than to avoid complex problems and pretend that failures hav e
not occurred or are someone else's responsibility and fault . Credit
should be given to thq'se who identify mistakes, learn from them and attemp t
to correct them . Discredit should .be given to those who cover up mistakes
or avoid difficult problems . Policies, actions and approaches which see k
to identify mistakes'sh©u?I be encouraged ., particularly for complex and
serious problems .
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The second commitment is concerned with maintaining for the future ,

wide ecological tolerances which society in the past has relied upon . The

biosphere continues to be our reliable life support system, not because we

control it so well, but because it has a tremendous capacity to adjust to ou r

actions and mistakes . This capacity, however, is not unlimited . Ecological

resiliency and adjustment capacities give us some freedoms to adjust and mak e

mistakes . This commitment seeks to protect such freedoms for the future . I t

Galls for a broader ecological .outlook (Rolling and Goldberg, 1971) (Odum ,

1969), rather than the more mechanistic outlook which technological societie s

tend to adopt (A7) . It seeks-guidance from indicators and theories which can

help to maintain ecological resiliency and adjustment capabilities (basi c

research is needed in this area) (18) . It calls for large factors of safet y

with respect to the assimilative and adjustment capacities of ecosystems . The

commitment also suggests that we should not depend tea much upon technologica l

controls but should assume the possibilities of technological failures and see k

broad enough ecological tolerances to accommodate such failures .

The third commitment is concerned with human potentialities and choice .

It seeks to protect a wide variety of different environments, resources, specie s

and habitats (19) . The protection of environmental diversity is a protection o f

the human potential to experience, to relate, to participate, to live, t o

appreciate and to value . I't isi .-proteetion of the human capacity .to choos e

and evolve greater appreciations and sensitivities . This commitment seeks t o

accommodate diverse goals, needs and tastes (Maruyama,•l973) . It is based upo n

the notion that the realization of human potentialities, the quality of human

choice and the evolution of human values (Tribe, 1976) are related to the life

experiences which different environments and experiences can provide (Dubos ,

.1970) (Mumford, 1969) . The diversity of environments provides a variety an d

choice which can enhance our experiences and relationships (Dasmann, 1968) .
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The excitements of cities are enhanced by the solitudes of forests, meadows an d

beaches . Our appreciation of wilderness is enhanced because we can return to a n

environment which has a dry, warm bed and indoor plumbing . As the extent o f

technological domination expands, this commitment will urge greater efforts fo r

the protection of environments which are not dominated by the artifacts of moder n

technology . The protection of environmental diversity can also accommodate an d

encourage less consumptive and diverse life styles which might otherwise be com-

petitively excluded .

The fourth commitment seeks to enable society to choose its application s

of technology rather than being forced to continually accept what is necessary .

There seems to be a level beyond which technological development, dominanc e

and control can be more of a burden than a benefit . Beyond this level, a soci-

ety's freedom to choose, adjust and make mistakes becomes severely limited b y

the demanding necessities of carefully maintaining its techological systems .

Then, this society has little time for consideration . New technology is neede d

to control or correct the outcomes of past technology, and the consequences o f

technological mistakes become greater and greater . Technology then sets it s

own course (20) . This commitment favors decisions, policies and behavior s

which do not demand of the future ever accelerating degrees of technologica l

control, dominance and dependency . It suggests that we seek life style s

whose needs fall below our technological capabilities so that technologica l

actions can be more a matter of choice rather than desperate necessity (21) .

The fifth commitment is concerned with credit, recognition and support o n

the one hand and discredit, blame and guilt on the other . It expresses a

social attitude toward mistakes . Discredit should, of course, be attached t o

those who make mistakes because of incompetence, bias, ambition or conflictin g

interests . But, discredit should not be attached to honest mistakes, particu -
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larly those which are consistent with the first four commitments . We certainly

do not wish to encourage people and organizations to cover up mistakes or avoi d

those serious problems where mistakes are most likely ; yet blame, guilt and dis-

credit can encourage such behavior . Without condoning mistakes, we should giv e

credit for identifying honest mistakes (even one's own) and learning from them .

This attitude should encourage taking measures to identify mistakes (e .g ., post

impact studies, independent reviews), addressing serious problems which hav e

no known solutions, and providing for checks, balances and adaptability withi n

organizational structures (22-) . This is a commitment to learn, to benefit from

mistakes (Campbell, 1969) . Discredit can then be attached to those who do cove r

up mistakes or fail to honestly address serious problems for fear of makin g

mistakes . The commitment also implies that control of resources needs to b e

associated with social accountability '(A10) .

The five- commitments seek to protect freedoms for future generations . They

seek to avoid the entrapment of the future by the consequences of our decisions .

They seek to protect the capacity . of the future to live creatively, learn, and

benefit from our mistakes . They strive to'allow the future to change its mind .

They seek to enable and even encourage greater appreciations, sensitivities an d

the evolution of values (Cobb, 1973)'(Tribe, 1976) . They seek to free the

future from an accelerating series of dominating and desperate technologica l

necessities (23) . Together, these commitments encourage an adjusting, learning

.and creative approach to the' future rather than an approach which ultimatel y

depends upon prediction and control . They suggest a more humble approach t o

.the application of technology . They express a dissonance with technologica l

arrogance .



The Intent of the Commitment s

Environmental management and impact assessment must rely upon people fro m

a wide range of different disciplines . These disciplines possess differen t

paradigms which are based upon different fundamental attitudes and commitment s

(A7) . Environmental management and impact assessment activities are response s

to social concerns which have grown considerably over the last few decades .

Such social concerns require some attitudes and commitments which differ some -

what from those of traditional science and technology because the social task s

are somewhat different . Society has diverted millions of dollars into environ-

mental impact assessment and management . Obviously these funds have been diverte d

from other needs so that "relevant" environmental information can be collected ,

"significant" adverse impacts can be identified, "meaningful" environmental poli-

cies can be established and "proper" .environmental decisions can be made . The words

"relevant," "significant," "meaningful," and "proper" all imply some degree o f

value judgement . One is expected to do more than collect just any information o r

merely fulfill the procedural requirements of the law . At the same time, of course ,

one is not expected to follow one's personal whims, bias and fancy . Clearly some

fundamental attitudes and-commitments are needed to give some substance t o

such words as "relevant," "significant," "meaningful," and "proper ." The

commitments in Table 1 are suggested a4 a basis (though not exclusive) fo r

interpreting such words as "relevant," "significant," "meaningful" an d

"proper ." The commitments seek to provide some substance to such words (24 )

while recognizing our technological capabilities and limitations .

These commitments reflect a number of public concerns which have increase d

over the last two decades . As an example the rapid depletion of non-renewabl e

resources is discouraged particularly by commitments 1, 3 and 4 . Notice that

this discouragement is not based upon proving that a particular catastrophe wil l
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' occur due to the depletion of particular resources . As another example, th e

preservation of endangered species is encouraged by commitments 1, 2 and 3 .

Again, such encouragement does not depend upon predicting the particular ecolo-

gical consequences of eliminating an endangered species . Finally some public

distrust of big technology and in particular nuclear power with its long-ter m

waste problems can be related to commitments 1 and 4 . A general distrust o f

large institutions can be attributed in part to perceived violations of commitmen t

5 by large institutions (public and private) .

These commitments, however, are not intended as absolute rules . Rather

they are intended to be attitudes and concerns which, because of our expandin g

technological capabilities, should increasingly influence our decisions an d

actions . As an example, there are a number of reasons not included in Table 1

for constructing dams on rivers (e .g ., flood protection) . As the number o f

relatively undeveloped free flowing streams decrease due to dam constructio n

and other developments, commitments 1 and 3, in particular, would increasingl y

weigh against decisions to construct more dams, particularly on relativel y

undeveloped streams (the other commitments might also weigh against such deci-

sions) . This does not necessarily mean that all further dam construction shoul d

be prevented ; rather, it means that the justifications for such constructio n

should be more overwhelming to offset the increasing weight of commitments 1 an d

3 . The protection of wild and scenic rivers, in contrast, would gain importance

(25) .

The commitments in Table 2 should not be considered as "discretely distinct "

(see N . Georgescu-Roegen, 1973, chapter II) statements or rules . They overlap ,

blend together and they may be in tension with each other or with other vali d

commitments . It is out of such tensions that decisions must arise . The com-

mitments of Table 2 should exert stronger pulls within such tensions . From a
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more mechanical paradigm, this notion makes little sense ; such a paradigm seek s

clear cut, discretely distinct, yes or no, rules which deterministically plac e

things in their "proper" place . But the commitments in Table 2 have been base d

upon the limitations of such a mechanistic paradigm and thus one should not inter-

pret their use on the basis of this paradigm .

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Can They Work ?

Can the attitudes and commitments stated within Table 2 provide meaningfu l

guidance toward environmental management and impact assessment? Can somethin g

arise from such attitudes and 'commitments which can be actually put to practice .

Do they have practical'value? Such questions usually call for examples . A

large part (possibly most)'of our education has involved the following of examples .

Respected examples are important to-us because they provide us with a securit y

that what we are doing is acceptable (26) .

There are a number of management and assessment approaches and concern s

based upon attitudes and commitments similar to those of Table 2 . The more

well known concerns involve the use of persistent toxic chemicals which ma y

accumulate in living tissue (e .g ., DDT, Kepone) . Much of the concern for the

use of such substances has arisen because they are persistent, they have becom e

widespread throughout the biosphere, they are unknown to evolutionary histor y

and their distribution and possible consequences are highly irreversible . Such

reasons for concern are consistent with the commitments of Table 2 . Other en-

vironmental management approaches also reflect these commitments (27) .

During this study, the author participated in a conference to develo p

scientific guidelines for the management of wild resources . Instead of basin g
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such guidelines upon the more traditional maximum sustained yield concept, i t

was based upon four general principles for future wild resource management .

These management principles are similar and compatible with the statements i n

Table 2 . They included, as an example, minimizing the risk of irreversible change ,

keeping options, including safety factors to allow for gaps in knowledge and care-

ful monitoring (28) .

The Diversity Approach

For this study, emphasis has been given to the development of a "diversit y

approach" which could be applied to the comprehensive' management ofiOregon' s

estuaries (A2) (A4) (A5) . The diversity approach calls for an uneven distributio n

of human influence upon the environment . Under this approach, one encourage s

development to be clustered within selected areas and regions . At the same time ,

one seeks to prevent .and even reduce development in other regions . Decisions

to discourage or prevent development within a variety of relatively undevelope d

areas are not merely defended by arguments which identify specific impacts .

Rather, the desirability of developmental diversity itself is defended on th e

basis of the concerns expressed in Table 2 .

The diversity approach seeks to protect variety and choice (commitment 3) .

Development tends to be relatively irreversible (e .g ., very few dams are inten-

tionally removed) and, thus, the protection of areas from development under thi s

approach seeks to preserve options and avoid widespread irreversible chang e

(commitment 1) . Odum's strategy for ecosystem development (Odum, 1969) encourages .

developmental diversity for reasons closely corresponding to commitment 2 . The

protection of some undeveloped ecosystems as "controls" for research and educa-

tional purposes under this approach reflects commitment 5 (29) . The diversity ap-

proach could encourage less consumptive lifestyles, thus responding to commitment s

3 and 4 .
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The diversity approach has been recommended as a strategy for the manage-

ment of Oregon's estuaries (AS) (A9) . Oregon contains some 20-30 estuarin e

systems (Al) (Wilsey and Ham, 1974) . These range in size from the Columbi a

River to a variety of smaller streams, rivers, bays and sloughs . A number of

these smaller estuaries are still relatively undeveloped . These undevelope d

estuaries enable Oregon to protect developmental diversity including the pro-

tection of a number of relatively natural estuarine systems .

Within the last several years, a number of actions have been taken to im-

plement the diversity approach among Oregon's estuarine systems .

	

A major effor t

in this area has been taken by the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Com-

mission (LCDC) which has had the responsibility for establishing Goals (which

have the force of law) and Guidelines for Oregon's Coastal zone . Local compre-

hensive land use plans are to be prepared under these state Goals and Guidelines .

The Estuarine Resource Goals and Guidelines were adopted by LCDC in late 1976 .

These specifically identify the importance of maintaining diversity among an d

within Oregon's estuaries .

In order to assure diversity among the collection of Oregon estuaries, a n

administrative rule classifying Oregon estuaries was adopted by LCDC on Septembe r

9, 1977 . The purpose of the classification is "to maintain the variety of bene-

fits provided by Oregon's estuaries by assuring that some estuaries will remai n

natural, others will accommodate urban shore development but will not have majo r

changes within the estuary itself and still others will be developed for wate r

dependent uses that require major alteration of the estuary ." (Appendix to LCDC

Administrative Rule) .

Under this classification system 21 estuaries have been grouped in four

categories : Natural Estuaries, Conservation Estuaries, Shallow Draft Develop-

ment Estuaries and Deep Draft Development Estuaries . Those identified as
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Natural Estuaries are to be managed to preserve them in nearly natural conditions .

Some limited development is permitted within Conservation Estuaries while stil l

further development is permitted in the Shallow Draft Development Estuaries .

Major port developments are permitted in the three Deep Draft Development Es-

tuaries (Columbia River, Yaquina River and Coos Bay) . While revisions in the LCD C

classifications system can be made, the administrative rule states that, " . . .any

change in the Oregon Estuary Classification must retain diversity among Orego n

Estuaries . "

The LCDC Estuary Resources Goal also states that the development estuarie s

should have conservation and natural management units within them . Conservation

Estuaries would also have natural management units within them . Natural Es-

tuaries, however, would have only natural management units . Thus, the diversity

approach is called for, not merely among the collection of estuarine systems ,

but also within those selected for development .

Implementation of the diversity approach for Oregon's estuaries has bee n

encouraged by a number of other actions which complement LCDC efforts . The South

Slough system has been selected as the first estuarine sanctuary under the M e

,ems	 	 -
Sawt.4.1xissmAct . A portion of this system and its drainage basin (approximately

4400 acres) is being purchased so that it can be protected in a relatively natura l

state and used primarily for educational and research purposes . The Salmon Rive r

estuary has been incorporated into the Siuslaw National Forest so that it may b e

similarly protected . A recent guidelines manual prepared by Oregon State Uni-

versity (1977) for the review of environmental impact statements for dredging pro-

jects within estuaries emphasizes the diversity approach and makes a number o f

recommendations to reviewers on the basis of this approach .

The eventual success of these efforts remains to be ascertained . There

are strong political pressures to reduce the powers of LCDC . The comprehensiv e
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land use plans must still be prepared locally and it remains to be seen whethe r

diversity within estuarine systems will actually be protected . Of particular

concern is the prevention of developmental sprawl along estuarine shorelines ,

particularly for the estuarine systems which LCDC has classified as Conservatio n

Estuaries . These estuaries are not large and a relatively small level of resi-

dential shoreline development could have significant adverse impacts . Moreover ,

shoreland sprawl at times seems to be encouraged by state and federal project s

.such as the construction of sewers . Despite such problems and uncertainties ,

the basic concepts of the diversity approach appear to have been accepted an d

management actions toward its implementation have been taken .
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SUMMARY

The basic reasoning which underlies this report and provides a framewor k

for the work conducted under this study can be summarized in the followin g

eight statements .

1. An honest concern for the future demands a recognition of th e
destructive potential of technology and a commitment to preven t
and minimize its adverse consequences .

2.

	

But, such a concern also demands the acknowledgement that, despit e
our best efforts, we will make mistakes .

3.

	

Without condoning mistakes, we can seek to guide our actions s o
that the mistakes which we do make are good ones .

4. The meaning of "good mistakes" can be appreciated by assuming th e
perspective of future generations and asking, "what kinds of mis-
takes would I prefer the past had made? "

5. From this perspective, five commitments (Table 1) are identifie d
which encourage an adjusting, learning and creative approach t o
the future rather than an approach which ultimately depends upo n
prediction and control (30) .

6.

	

The above steps involve a critical examination of our dominan t
"structures of reasoning", an extremely difficult task .

7.

	

A diversity approach to environmental strategies is suggested as
one example of a way that these commitments can be implemented ;
this approach calls for the uneven distribution of development an d
the protection of a wide range of relatively undeveloped areas .

8.

	

The diversity approach is being applied as a management strateg y
for Oregon's estuaries .
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APPENDIX I

FOOTNOTES

1.

	

The concept of paradigms ,is closely related to the important boo k
by Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of - Scientific Revolutions . Maruyama (1973) use s
the word, paradigm, to describe "structures of reasoning ." In a paper developed
under this study (A7), the term, paradigm, was also used to describe "structure s
of reasoning" particularly within technology . This work emphasized, however ,

'that paradigms can be viewed from different levels of resolution . Failure
to indicate the level of resolution one has in mind can result in confusion .
This report will deal primarily with what I have called the "image level "
view of paradigms (A7) .

2.

	

Concepts similar to the environmental predicament have been ex -
pressed by humanists and social scientists . Historian Arnold Toynbee i n
the last chapter of his last major work states, "The advance of technolog y
- has vastly increased Man's wealth and power, and the 'morality gap' be-

tween Man's physical power for doing evil and his spiritual capacity fo r
coping with this power has yawned as wide open as the mythical jaws o f
Hell" (Toynbee, 1976, p . 591) . Philip Slater describes a more personal en-
vironmental predicament . He states : "Americans are forced into making mor e
choices per day, with fewer 'given', more ambiguous criteria, less environ-
mental stability and less social structural support, than any people i n
history" (Slater 1970, p . 21) .

3.

	

Legal decisions within the environmental area depart from th e
"beyond a reasonable doubt" requirements . Increasingly they are recognizin g
the limitations of available knowledge and complexities of technologica l
impacts (Hills, 1976) . Also, engineers have employed factors of safety
which express degrees of caution applied to situations involving risk and in -
complete knowledge . As a general rule, high factors of safety have been em-
ployed when the consequences of failure are severe and degree of ignoranc e
is high . The environmental predicament suggests that both the severity o f
possible consequences and the ignorance with respect to our capabilities are
increasing with time . This suggests that environmental strategies shoul d
employ even higher factors of safety (A9) ; that is, they should become in-
creasingly cautious . Being cautious with respect to ecological . and socia l
systems, however, is very different from being cautious with respect to a
device of ones own design (see the elevator analogy, Bella and Overton, 1972 ,
p . 585) .

4.

	

Maruyama (1974) provides an excellent discussion of these standard s
for reasonableness . He describes tree "pure" general paradi"gms', that i s
three distinct ways in which reasoning may be structured . These three para-
digms are not intended by Maruyama to be exhaustive nor'are they mutuali' y
exclusive . He identifies "impact assessment" as it is now done -as an exampl e
of a "undirectional causal paradigm" in which a more mechanical "c&use"•amd
"effect" outlook is followed . In this report, I reason that this "mechapi-
cal" outlook is inappropriate for environmental strategies and an alternat e
approach is proposed . No doubt, my approach will be criticized for being to o
"value oriented" . Maruyama's paper, however, makes clear that .values are in -
separably connected to these paradigms . He shows that the-"undirectiona l
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causal paradigm" which I criticize influences attitudes in such diverse area s
as science, ideology, social organization, ethics, esthetics, religion, logic ,
decision process and planning . It appears that, from a strategic outloo k
where broad concerns are addressed, it is impossible to not deal with value
concerns . Our values are closely tied to our "structures of reasoning" and
strategic concerns must deal with such "structures of reasoning ." It thus
seems appropriate to expose basic attitudes and values for examination an d
dialogue rather than to pretend that they do not exist, and to then impose the m
through the application of established techniques whose values are hidden .
This latter attitude allows our techniques to impose their hidden values, a
concern expressed most forceably by French Philosopher Jacque Ellul (Ellul ,
1963, 1964) .

Written language, by tradition, is one dimensional ; it consists o f
single strand chains of words, ideas and thoughts . As such, written lan-
guage tends to encourage the "unidirectional causal paradigm" . During
this study, a two dimensional writing approach was attempted with som e
success (A8) . It does appear that such an approach can facilitate communi-
cation concerning complex social systems containing loops, cycles and feed -
backs .

5. Another way in which people attempt to escape from the environ-
mental dilemma is to ignore environmental problems (current and potential )
and convince themselves that they really do not exist or that they reall y
are not important . Then, they reason, things can go on as they always have ;
decisions and change in behavior are mbt nteded . They may justify this be -
lief by claiming that technology will solve a'n problems and the ecdnomi c
system will automatically adjust to them . Such justifications, however, den y
the environmental predicament and are . seldom based upon a sound understandin g
of technology . This way of escape from the environmental dilemma is rejected
herein ; the power of-contempomary technology is too great to ignore . Thi s
means that escape from the environmental dilemma must come by addressin g
the other side of the dilemma, the appropriateness of the more accepte d
notions of "rational" and "reasonable . "

6.

	

This task is very difficult for people to do . The "difficulty i s
that it does not occur to them that there are other paradigms . They are
quite logical in not seeing other paradigms, because if they have 'the '
truth, all they have to do is to interpret everything in terms of that truth .
They are sincerely trapped by their own paradigm ." (Maruyama, 1974, p . 25 ,
emphasia added by Maruyama) .

7.

	

Abraham J . Heschel (1963, p . 6) writes, "The philosophers primary
task is not merely to describe and to judge the mo'des and facts of man' s
actual behavior, but also to examine and to understand the meaning of de -
scribing and judging the modes and facts of his behavior ." I would argue
that this latter task is necessary for the guidance of contemporary techno-
logical activities ; the task should not be considered as merely esoteric ;
it has real importance .

8.

	

Kenneth Boulding, in"The Image, reasons that "-'the sanctions o f
peer groups are usually much more effective on the individual than th e
sanctions of superiors" (p . 73) . This does, of course, depend upon the
degree of power that a superior has over an individual and the contact that
the individual has with peers . Supervisors can increase their control ove r
subordinates by limiting their contact with peers . Solitary confinement
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in a prison is an obvious example . A less obvious example might be the con-
trol and limitation of travel funds (to conferences, workshops, symposia )
within a large technical organization .

9. Stephen Toulmin, in , Human Uridetanding, (p . 404) states the "dis-
ciplinary commitment and integrity are, thus, to modern science what sanctit y
and loyalty to the order were to monasticism . "

10. Theologian, Paul Tillich used the word "demonic" to describe some -
thing basically good which has been carried too far (Tillich, 1959) (Benn e
and Hefner, 1974) . I have used this concept of Tillich in "Contemporar y
Technology and its Limitations" (A7) .

11. In Science, Faith and Society, Michael Polanyi states this con-
cept : "Unfettered intuitive speculation would lead to extravagant wishful
conclusions ; while vigorous fulfillment of any set of critical rules woul d
completely paralyze discovery ." Ian Barbour, in Issues in Science and
Religion, speaks of the importance .of doubt in both science and religion .
As an example, he writes, "doubt is an ingredient of all inquiry" and "I t
is by no means easy to hold beliefs for which you would be willing to die ,
and yet to remain open to new insights, but it is precisely such a combina-
tion of commitment and inquiry that constitutes religious maturity . "

12. Rachel Carson wrote to a friend, "that people, especially profes-
sional men, are uncomfortable about coming out against something especiall y
if they haven't absolute proof that the 'something' is wrong, but only a
good suspicion . So they will go along with a program about which they pri-
vately have acute misgivings" (Graham, 1970, p . 36) . Economist Kennet h
Boulding (1974, p . 87) writes, "We never like to admit to ourselves that w e
have made a mistake . Organizational structures tend to accentuate thi s
source of failure of information ." The injunction to control situations
to avoid mistakes has been described as a . .fundamental attitude of techno -
logical paradigms (A7) .

13. The writer believes, however, that the environmental impact assess-
ment process including the preparation of environmental impact statements has
had a beneficial effect upon decisions . The process, however, could be im-
proved if the rationales for impact assessments were more clearly describe d
and if professional authorship_was clearly identified so that the professional
work of individuals could be exposed for critical peer review . (Oregon
State University, 1977) .

14. Physicist Max Planck once remarked that "a new scientific trut h
does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light ,
but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows
up that is familiar with it," (see Kuhn, 1962, p . 151) . Thomas Kuhn refers
to the acceptance of a new paradigm as a "conversion" experience .

15. It may be of use to the reader to refer to the four decision case s
presented by Bella and Overton (1972) . The study has dealt primarily wit h
their decision cases 3 and 4 with emphasis given to decision case 4 .
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16. This sentence reflects a viewpoint which differs significantl y
from the usual view of impact assessment . In the usual view, the observer
is detached from the system ; the observer describes the state of the world
without the project, and then describes the state of the world with th e
project . That is, the detached observer compares two snapshots of the
world (actually a small portion of the world), one with the project an d
one without the project . Project impacts are seen by examining the dif-
ferences between these snapshots . Decisions are based (ideally) upon th e
relative benefits and costs exposed by these two pictures and other pic-
tures which display the state of the world with alternative projects . The
viewpoint taken in this proposed strategic approach is quite different .
From this viewpoint the observer is not detached ; the observer is immerse d
within a complex and changing process . The direction of this process i s
now largely determined by human consciousness . Through human consciousness ,
evolution has increased its pace and it has become aware of itself and con-
cerned about its future . Environmental management is seen as a type o f
conscious human effort to give some desirable direction to the evolutionary
process which is increasingly driven by conscious technological efforts .
Central to this effort is the evolution of a consciousness which can giv e
meaningful guidance to technological change . Moral awareness and account -
ability have been described as properties of this evolutionary process (A10) .

17. The rationale presented in this report for such attitudes is ver y
brief and simplified . References are provided in the next section of th e
report where more rigorous examinations of these attitudes are presented .
Reference (A2) addresses these commitments more thoroughly . The attitudes
suggested herein have been expressed as commitments in Table 2 so that the y
may be compared with the technological commitments (A7) which have been
described as the basis of technological paradigms .

18. The concept of "evolutionary departure" may be of some use (A4) .
It can be reasoned that ecosystems have had to continually adjust to con-
ditions throughout their evolutionary history . The adjustment capabilitie s
of ecosystems thus reflect the conditions of their evolutionary experience .
Modern technology is capable of producing conditions (substances, altera-
tions) which depart significantly from the evolutionary experiences o f
ecosystems . The production of a wide range of complex chlorinated hydro -
carbons is an example . Such evolutionary departures are less likely to fal l
within the normal adjustment capabilities of ecosystems than are human im-
pacts which are similar to the conditions of evolutionary experience . Thus ,
any evolutionary departure (a human imposed condition which is significantl y
different from the conditions under which ecosystems evolved) can be con-
sidered as risky to the reliable, self-organizing capabilities of ecologica l
systems . This does not mean that such departures are necessarily bad . Such
departures imply a risk to self-organizing capabilities of ecosystems an d
this risk needs to be considered .

19. The 1969 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) calls upon "Federa l
plans functions, programs and resources to . . .attain the widest range o f
beneficial uses of the environment . . .and . . .maintain, wherever possible, a n
environment which supports diversity and variety of individual choice . "
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20. Jacques Ellul is probably the most widely recognized philosophe r
who forceably addresses this concern . Some even feel that he expresses thi s
concern so strongly as to leave little hope for resolution .

21. Jacques Ellul's injunction might be appropriate here . He states ,
"it is necessary to point out the importance of the relationship betwee n
the technician and those who try to pose the technical problem . None o f
the preceeding is more difficult than this, since the technicians have be -
come an authoritarian and closed world . They are armed with good consciences ,
but likewise with the conviction of their essential rightness and the per -
suasion that all discourse and reflection of a non-technical nature are
verbalisms of no importance . To get them to engage in the dialogue or t o
question their own creation is an almost superhuman task, . . .But, as long
as such interchange does not take place, nothing will happen, since in-
fluencing Technique necessarily means influencing the technicians . It
seems to me that this dialogue can only come about by making contact whic h
will represent a permanent and basic confrontation between Technique' s
pretensions to resolve all human problems and the human will to escap e
technical determinism" (Ellul, 1963, p . 97) (italics are Ellul's) .

22. This commitment is not a simple one to pursue yet it is o f
major importance . Garret Hardin (1968) states that "the greatest challeng e
facing us now is to invent the corrective feedbacks that are needed to kee p
custodians honest ." The mechanical consciousness which tends to dominat e
our society too much (as I have reasoned herein) tends to discourage suc h
corrective feedbacks by exclusively (or nearly so) emphasizing efficiency ,
control, and the elimination of overlap and duplication . Vincent Ostrum
(1974) addresses this problem as one of an intellectual crisis involvin g
essentially the same fundamental "mechanical" paradigm as discussed herein .
His quote of Michel Crozier should be considered with regard to the fift h
commitment of Table 2 : "a bureaucratic organization is an organization
that cannot correct its behavior by Zearning from its errors" (Crozier' s
emphasis) . Ostrom's postscript on Watergate and Halberstam's (1969) book
on our involvement in the Vietnam war relate recent events to this concern .
The succinct paper by Sullivan (1976) should also be of interest .

23. Some people are inclined to believe that concern for future gene -
rations can be adequately accommodated by selecting the appropriate societa l
discount rate and by applying long established discounting techniques . Thus ,
they reason, that commitments such as those in Table 2 are unnecessary . The
task, they say, is to select the proper discount rate . This writer disagrees .
The concept of accommodating concerns for the future through a single socia l
discount rate has many hidden values despite the apparent "objectivity" that
is typically applied to numbers, techniques and equations . The recent publi c
debates over nuclear power provide some indications that typical discountin g
is not appropriate to many people's concerns for the future . Both proponent s
and opponents of nuclear power agree that wastes which last for hundreds o r
thousands of years pose serious ethical problems . They disagree, not so muc h
on the ethical problem itself, but in our technical ability to handle the pro-
blem . Thus, both seem to acknowledge that a waste problem a thousand year s
hence is something to be concerned about . Yet, if standard discounting is
applied to such a problem, its present value would be extremely small and thu s
it would be of little concern under traditional discounting techniques . More-
over, the further the potential waste problem is pushed into the future, th e
lower the present value of the problems becomes, yet it does not appear tha t
the ethical concerns of real people actually decline in this manner .
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The standard discounting-approach raises other problems . Let us imagine
that people become very concerned for preserving seine remaining natural area s
for future generations (commitment,3) . Should one then argue for a high dis-
count rate or a low one? A low discount rate will favor capital intensiv e
projects like constructing dams on undeveloped rivers so a low value woul d
not be appropriate . A high discount rate however, would encourage such prac-
tices as harvesting. older growth timber (Overton and Hunt, 1974) . Eithe r
way, one may lose . Fisher and Krutilla (1975) address this problem an d
propose that different effective discount rates be applied to different kind s
of benefits and costs . Their approach comes much closer to the commitment s
of Table 2 . Steady state economics (Daly, 1974) goes even further ; it propose s
radical changes in economic outlook which are not likely to come about b y
merely adjusting the discount rate .

24. As an illustration, consider a dredging and fill project . The de-
struction of a whooping crane habitat would normally be considered as a signi-
ficant project impact while the destruction of ten thousand sulfate reducin g
bacteria would not . What is the difference? Whooping cranes are endangered
species and they face the threat of extinction . Destruction of their habitat
would likely promote or encourage their extinction . Such extinction would ir-
reversibly eliminate a unique species from the biosphere and thus actions leadin g
to such extinction would conflict with commitments 1 and 3 . Sulfate reducin g
bacteria, however, are neither rare nor do they face the threat of extinction .
The re-establishment of their populations would be quite rapid . Thus, despite
the ecological importance of sulfate reducing bacteria, their death through a
dredging project does not raise serious concerns . In this example, the meaning
of "significant" impact reflects, in part, the commitments of Table 2 .

25. The recent trend to justify dam construction on the basis o f
fisheries and wildlife enhancement appears questionable, at best, parti-
cularly on relatively undeveloped streams and rivers . The assumptions
behind such justifications need to be openly examined by biologist, eco-
logist and economist in a social environment free from the dominant influenc e
of those institutions which either construct the dams or benefit from th e
construction . Many such projects are advocated by benefit-cost ratios whic h
are near unity or highly debatable . It appears that, in such cases, the com-
mitments in Table 2 could be particularly useful . While these commitments may
not provide numerical values for "unquantified environmental amenities" (NEPA )
they may provide reasons for assessing the sign of such amenities . Thus, as
a minimum, they could "tip the balance" for or against projects with question -
able benefit-cost ratios .

26. As an illustration, the Streeter-Phelps (1925) description o f
river and stream pollution has significantly influenced the outlook o f
sanitary and environmental engineers for more than 50 years . The designs
of sewage treatment plants, the monitoring of water pollution and the en-
forcementof effluent standards have been largely based upon the concept s
developed by Streeter and Phelps . In some cases, the Streeter-Phelps mode l
has been over extended and misapplied . As an example, the model has bee n
misapplied to pollution problems within stratified lakes (the model assume s
vertical mixing and does not include primary production) .

27. Overton and Hunt (1974) present a general strategy of policy for-
mat&Qn for forest management . They point to the weaknesses of the more tra-
ditional economic approach to forest management and in particular to th e
present value . approach (traditional discounting techniques) which lead, they
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say, to exploitation of the resource ; similar reasoning is provided by Clark
(1973) with respect to a different renewable resource . The general strategy
which Overton and Hunt propose is based upon concerns such as those withi n
Table 2, in particular, the avoidance of irreversibilities and the conser-
vation of options .

28. The results of this workshop are discussed in Science News, April 12 ,
1975, p . 237 and April 19, p . 259-261 . Talbot (1977) reports that "the re -
commendations are finding worldwide use from the fisheries activities o f
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization to the current proble m
of incidental kill of porpoises by tuna fisherman ." Attempts were made
under this project to apply these principles to the management of sub-tida l
claims within Oregon estuaries . A mathematical model was developed fo r
this purpose in cooperation with the Oregon State University Sea Grant Pro -
gram (A13) . It does not appear, however, that these efforts have influenced
the management of this resource .

-
29. The`44arine Sanctuaries Act calls for the protection of a variety

of undeveloped estuaries for research purposes . The South Slough on th e
Oregon Coast has been selected as the first such estuarine sanctuary .

30. A considerable time and effort on this project was devoted t o
Oregon's estuarine planning and the concepts presented in this report re-
flect some of this experience . A brief review of these activities might b e
informative . In the early phase of this project, a comprehensive inventory
of Oregon's estuaries was completed (Al) . This inventory drew primaril y
from existing information ; however, a few field surveys were conducted fo r
some of the smaller estuaries . In the summer of 1974, a use classificatio n
for Oregon's estuaries was developed in cooperation with consultants (Wilsl y
and Ham, Inc ., Portland, Oregon, 1974) of the Oregon Coastal Conservatio n
and Developmental Commission (OCCDC) . The use classification was employe d
in a consultant report to OCCDC completed in the fall of 1974 . The author
addressed several working groups associated with OCCDC . OCCDC was disbanded
and its responsibilities were taken over by LCDC . During 1975, the author
worked closely with LCDC as a technical advisor and spoke at a number o f
public hearings . In the fall of 1976, LCDC survived a ballot measure which
would have abolished the commission . The author prepared a developmenta l
classification of Oregon's estuaries (All) and recommended several changes i n
an early version of the estuarine classification system adopted by LCDC . In
addition to technical papers and talks, the diversity approach was describe d
in an article published in the Oregon Law Review (A5) . The author worked wit h
Dr . Paul Rudy who served as an OCCDC commissioner and later as an LCDC commis-
sioner . Dr . Rudy, a marine biologist at the University of Oregon, deserve s
major credit for Oregon's Estuarine Resources Goal .

31. In 1972, when the original proposal for this project was being pre -
pared, a book entitled "The Limits to Growth" was published . Based upon com-
puter model results, the book challenged the notion of continued exponentia l
growth . Critics of this study have pointed toward its "failure" to adequatel y
account for technological progress . The study reported herein has followed a
different approach . Technological progress was assumed and then the natur e
and limitations of technology were examined . Without becoming involved in the
specific controversies surrounding "The Limits of Growth" study (or subse-
quent studies), it seems appropriate to state that the study reported herei n
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also questions the wisdom of continued exponential growth . Despite some op-
timistic assumptions, it appears that continued exponential growth is not de-
fensible as a reasonable or practical goal (A9) . This observation has no t
resulted from a failure to recognize the capabilities of technology . On the
contrary, the reasoning which has lead to this observation has been largel y
based upon a study of technology itself . It appears that technology shoul d
not serve as an excuse for ignoring a more "steady state" approach to econo-
mics ; rather technology provides reasons for taking such concerns seriously .
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